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With the widespread adoption of machine learning (ML) technologies, it is expected that, most
communications in the near future will take place among intelligent machines. While human
communications focuses on content delivery (text, audio, and increasingly video), machines (for now) are
not interested in watching a movie or listening to a song, but instead try to make inferences or take actions
based on received signals. Currently, ML algorithms to achieve such goals are designed either for
centralised implementation at cloud servers, or assume delay- and error-free communication links among
distributed agents. In this talk, I will show that this conventional approach of separating communication
system design from ML algorithm design can be highly suboptimal for emerging edge intelligence
applications, and a joint ML and communication system design taking into account the “semantics” of the
underlying data and the final “goal” at the receiver are essential. I will provide examples of how semantic
and goal-oriented design can push the boundaries of edge intelligence for future communication systems.
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